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Abstract: A fine observer of the places he discovers while travelling to Transylvania 
in 1943, Méliusz József, a Hungarian writer born in Timișoara, captures many aspects 
of the Central‑European history of the region, particularly the contrast between the 
gloomy present and the dynamic past. His volume Destiny and Symbol or the Novel of 
a Transylvanian Journey in Nineteen Fourty‑Three is a synthesis of Méliusz József’s 
activity as a travel writer, uncovering the original structures of a memory‑mediated 
perspective upon identity and otherness. 

My interest is focused on a close investigation of the factors that favor Méliusz 
József’s rich vision, that of a traveler exploring his present through the many lenses of 
the past, a writer expressing a complex type of cultural identity in a time of dramatic 
change and unrest. A poet as well, Méliusz József impregnated his other travel and 
fiction writings (among which the critically acclaimed novel The City Lost in Mist about 
his native Timișoara) with an indefinable mixture of melancholy and nostalgia, one of 
the trademarks of his dense artistic vision.
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Méliusz József, a Hungarian writer born in Timișoara in 1909 in a Serbian‑Hungarian 
family, gained recognition in Romanian culture in the decades following WWII. At the 
height of his prominence, he was elected vice‑president of the Romanian Writers’ Union 
in 1968 and, in 1974, he became a corresponding member of the Romanian Academy. 
Although his work consists mainly of poetry1, his best known volumes are novels: Sors 
és jelkép avagy Egy erdélyi utazás regénye ezerkilencszáznegyvenháromban tizenket 
fejezetben elbeszélve 2 (Destiny and Symbol or the Novel of a Transylvanian Journey in 
Nineteen Forty‑Three in Twelve Chapters), first published 1946, then translated into 
Romanian in 1978, and Város a ködben3 ( The City Lost in Mist) (finished in 1941, 
published in Hungarian in 1969, translated into Romanian in 1974 and, in a different 
version, in 1982).

Recently, Méliusz József’s writings have been revisited in the light of a new interest 
in Central Europe, generated by the growing significance the concept has gained in the 
post‑communist redefinition of Romanian cultural history. Fragments from his novels 
were included in an anthology on Central Europe, its literary culture and history4, 
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along with pages from other Hungarian writers such as Illyés Gyula, franyó Zoltán and 
Sándor Márai.

Although his status as an author of Hungarian literature written in Romania has not 
been discussed often in scholarly circumstances – with the notable exception of a brief 
analysis in the seminal History of the Literary Cultures of East‑Central Europe5‑ Méliusz 
József’s writings can be regarded, as relevant samples of travel literature on one hand 
and as imagological reflections, on the other. They can be integrated in a rich tradition 
of Eastern European travel literature (Corniș‑Pope, Marcel, John neubauer 520), but the 
specificity of this particular writer lies somewhere else. It can be found in his privileged 
position as observer of history’s fast unfolding of events, their brutal consequences and 
in his problematic belonging to both Romanian and Hungarian culture. Indeed, ‘the real 
power of travel writing lies in its independence of perspective’6, but, in this case, the 
anchors supporting this perspective are vastly influential and worth a closer look.

Méliusz József’s two novels – Város a ködben (The City Lost in Mist) and Sors és 
jelkép avagy Egy erdélyi utazás regénye ezerkilencszáznegyvenháromban tizenket 
fejezetben elbeszélve (Destiny and Symbol or the Novel of a Transylvanian Journey in 
Nineteen Forty‑Three in Twelve Chapters) – offer highly relevant accounts of a complex 
historical and intellectual experience, one that connects the author to a Central‑European 
framework. These writings facilitate two rather different perspectives, since the narrator 
of The City Lost in Mist is a young Méliusz József, while Destiny and Symbol is the 
novel of his creative maturity. 

However, they both reveal essential aspects of his formation as a Hungarian writer in 
Romania: The City Lost in Mist focuses on Méliusz’s early years in Timișoara, a town 
that bears strong marks of the Austro‑Hungarian monarchy, preserving its spirit and 
values in great detail in the first decades of the 20th century and even later, during 
communism. His other, more elaborate and ideologically incisive novel is the narrative 
of a journey that works as a pretext for revisiting the past, and, at the same time, for 
calibrating arguments that fuel a Marxist, revolutionary discourse. 

Méliusz’s status as a writer revealing the many layers and facets of Central 
Europeanness7, cultural mirroring and interethnic cohabitation challenged by historical 
turmoil is largely defined by the heavy accents of his ideological orientation. As a student 
in theatre in Berlin in 1931, his interests in Soviet Russian literature and communist 
activism left a strong mark on his intellectual becoming. One can detect a certain 
radicalization in Méliusz’s views in the early 1930’s, as critics8 noted, due to his interest 
in the avant‑garde and to his increasing closeness to leftist ideals, facilitated by his 
integration in the milieu of the Korunk review, one of the most important milieus of 
communist intellectual discourse in the 1930s in Romania. His activity at Korunk marks 
the beginning of his career as a journalist, as Méliusz would later write for various 
journals in Brașov and Timișoara. It would also influence his writing, as he would 
frequently rely on the style of the reportage in his literary endeavors, especially in 
Destiny and Symbol. 

Any investigation of this complex account of Méliusz’s experiences in Transylvania 
in times of war, as rendered by Destiny and Symbol, cannot ignore the equally complex 
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status of the author himself: a writer‑traveler, an intellectual belonging to an ethnic 
minority, a political activist, but, at the same time, a nostalgic enjoying the Romantic 
landscape of a space essentially defined by its dramatic history. This multiple‑layered 
identity is, obviously, the target of inner conflict and constant reevaluations: not only his 
place inside his generation of writers and intellectuals is questioned, but also his family 
history, his grandfather’s lower bourgeois status, his father’s decision to stay in Romania 
after 1918, his own constant need to escape, always followed by returns to his native city 
‘as if I were cursed to return to this hateful, ugly and cold town, in this silent province 
of solitude, in the muteness of an endless agony, tormented by regret, knowing that it’s 
a pity to live like this, alone, in isolation, like I’ve lived lately, in my garden, with my 
books, in his wife Klári’s small shop, the shop that helps us earn our bread as we’re 
preparing for a definitive departure after the war’ (Méliusz 29). 

‘I am Hungarian because I cannot be anything else’ (Méliusz 171), he firmly declares 
and, at the same time, acknowledges his rather difficult position: ‘I am twice a stranger 
among my peers, among those I belong with, since I am not capable of belonging to 
others. A stranger by class and, in blood as well, therefore a stranger in nation.’(Méliusz 
237) nevertheless, he is at times comforted by the sound of his mother tongue when 
reaching Aiud – a provincial town with a significant Hungarian population. ‘Yes, it is a 
feeling I experience again here, in Aiud, one that I haven’t had in years and that has come 
back with a force I’ve not known inside the defense walls of solitude: I relive the charm 
of my mother tongue.’(Méliusz 163)

Issues pertaining to Central‑Europeanness arise once Méliusz further explores the 
question of identity from a larger historical perspective. A focal point in the novel is the 
constant interest for the dramatic past Romanians and Hungarians have in common as 
parts of the Austro‑Hungarian Empire and for the turbulent present they share as allies 
and subordinates of nazi Germany in WWII. In the auhor’s view, both present and past 
could only be overcome if the two nations join forces in overthrowing bourgeois and 
fascist oppression. The high notes of Méliusz’s utopian projection, one that imagines a 
Romanian‑ Hungarian brotherhood grounded in a common historical destiny are reached 
once he proclaims, in revolutionary terms, the need of a new political order, one that, 
although not directly named, could only be communism. 

There are, however, other, more balanced arguments in Méliusz’s enthusiastic 
monologue. His voyage across Transylvania includes historical and cultural landmarks 
such as the cities of Aiud, Cluj, Sibiu and Brașov, each of them having a particular 
relevance for that shared Romanian‑Hungarian past that so deeply interests the author. 
The time he spends in each of them becomes a Proust‑like adventure, one that 
simultaneously evokes major characters and events defining the history of the place and 
subjective instances of Méliusz’s past encounters with friends and fellow writers. As he 
revisits these Transylvanian centers of cultural activism, his strategy is even clearer: he 
is relying on a discourse of memory nourished by a fundamental tension between present 
and past in order to consolidate an ‘in between’ position that becomes his privileged 
vantage point. 
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This allows him to acknowledge the equally powerful influences of Hungarian and 
Romanian cultures on his intellectual and artistic formation: from the starting point of 
his journey, in the city of Timișoara, he starts interweaving his trajectory and its 
milestones to the lives and travels of writers and intellectuals such as Ady Endre, 
Kosztolányi Dezső, Kőrösi Csoma Sándor, Béla Bartók, Kodály Zoltán, Kaffka Margit 
and his contemporaries – nagy István, Kacsó Sándor, or Romanian revolutionaries and 
writers such as nicolae Bălcescu, Octavian Goga, George Coșbuc, Liviu Rebreanu. 

Destiny and Symbol or the Novel of a Transylvanian Journey in Nineteen Forty‑Three 
in Twelve Chapters is, as the title explicitly tells us, the novel of a journey in Transylvania 
(apparently undertaken as Communist party duty), three years after a series of events 
that radically influenced the fate of Romanians and Hungarians as well: the Second 
Vienna Award (or the Vienna Dictate, as Romanian historians termed it, stipulating the 
annexation on northern Transylvania to Hungary on August 30th, 1940), Romania joining 
the Axis Powers in October 1940 and entering WWII along with them in July 1941. 
Romania’s territorial crisis, following the Soviet invasion of Bessarabia and Bucovina 
and the Second Vienna Award lead to massive displacements in civilian population, 
inter‑ethnical conflict and, particularly important for this discussion, a general 
degradation of Romanian‑Hungarian relations. 

Against a background extensively defined in terms of crisis, fracture and unrest, the 
essential elements that should bind Romanians and Hungarians together are the very 
ones that tear them apart, that is their dramatic imperial history and their problematic 
relations with Germany during the Second World War. Méliusz`s arguments for solidarity 
against oppression are based on what he calls the ‘mirroring destinies’ of Hungarians 
and Romanians. His generation’s new, radically improved understanding of history is, 
in his view, the first step toward creating a united front against fascist expansion:

‚The friends I have in my generation, minoritarians with a fate unknown to the 
Hungarian people in Romania, we all share a completely different perspective upon the 
past of Romanians in Trasylvania, we have a different view of their national revolutions. 
We are different from our bourgeois and aristocrat predecessors (...), both older ones and 
those closer to our times, sharing or not our minoritarian destiny.’ (Méliusz 86)

‚In our view [i.e. his generation’s view], Magyar tyranny is no less despicable than 
the Romanian one, nor the „neue Mode” [fascist] Hungarians or the Romanians of the 
same kind. Even if they crush each others, they only serve teutonic expansion.” 
(Méliusz 89) 

The process of mirroring favors a contact that goes even further:

‘We can essentially identify with them, the Romanian minority of Hungary, because 
we are the Hungarian minority in Romania’(Méliusz 299). As if to better underline his 
ideological position, he express a strong connection to Romanian peasants – ‘we are 
bound together tighter and more naturally than spouses living their lives under the same 
roof” and refers to peasant or worker‑writers in superlative terms – ‘through them and 
due to them the self‑consciousness of contemporary history is expressed.’ (Méliusz 244) 
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Published in Romania during the communist period, Destiny and Symbol has been 
considered Méliusz’s most accomplished work. An important factor in his critical 
success might be the fact that it expresses ideological views that reflect the official 
discourse on Romanian history, emphasizing the role of revolution, martyrdom and 
brotherhood among nations fighting a common enemy, to name just a few key terms in 
the ideological vocabulary of the time. Almost obsessively, ‘the people’, as a major 
collective force in propaganda discourse is invoked as the depository of historical justice 
and perpetual revolution: ‘Let us think then that the people, although seemingly 
accepting their fate, in all this chaos, cannot, however remain silent. We should only 
listen more carefully in crowded, smelly trains or peripheral streets…[…] The people 
does not shy away from calling things by their name. Writers cannot do that. They are 
condemned to silence.’ (Méliusz 157) 

The book, however, does not completely surrender to the strong molding agent of 
ideology, it also reveals the inner nature of the author’s aesthetic views. Paradoxically, 
the novel’s atmosphere is permeated by an overwhelming feeling of metaphysical 
anxiety, a Kafkian obsession amplified by the recurrence of references to The Castle. 
The fear of an invisible, almighty authority is reflected in a constant reminder that secret 
agents are following his every step, in the train that takes him from one city to another, 
on the streets, in restaurants and hotels. 

The writer clearly employs the ideological vocabulary of his intellectual formation, 
constant The gloomy atmosphere of the Transylvanian province favors vivid descriptions 
that often turn the narrative into a Romantic, intensely visual quest. Méliusz’s writing is 
infused with a heavy melancholy, deriving from the permanent opposition between 
present and past and the author’s preference for deep, dramatic tonalities.

In an orchestration that reunites all the novel’s major issues, his visit to Sibiu 
generates the strongest reaction, triggering an emotional crisis that culminates in a 
feeling of suffocation: ‘I feel that I’m suffocating, I loosen the tie, unbutton my shirt a 
little. It is the same as back home: swastikas everywhere. I’m choking! I feel faint with 
sickness, moral repulsion materializes, becomes physical presence, spreading on nerve 
trajectories, as it usually does when I’m home, in my native city. Home? I have no home, 
I’m a stranger everywhere.’ (Méliusz 288) 

The town is, nevertheless, the perfect setting for an imaginary love affair with a 
mysterious lady in black eating her lunch in the city’s most elegant restaurant, still 
preserving the aura of decadent luxury specific to the imperial golden age of the former 
capital of Transylvania. However, this romantic interlude is an isolated episode in an 
otherwise ideologically‑heavy narrative: ’My eyes are constantly drawn to her full, 
nicely contoured lips and their unostentatious color. Her mourning dress has an elegant 
line that follows, maybe a little too close, her silhouette.’ (Méliusz 317) Despite such 
detours, Méliusz the traveler relies on a strategy of vibrant leftist assertions and his 
subjective account of visits and encounters in Transylvania during wartime is rarely 
sentimental or intimately personal. 

Conclusively, the fundamental feature that distinguishes Méliusz’s book in the 
context of Romanian and Hungarian travel literature is the ideological core of his 
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discourse. It seems that the main goal of his travels through Transylvania is to elaborate 
a discursive strategy based on the dramatic history of both Romanians and Hungarians 
in the time of the Austro‑Hungarian Empire aimed at signaling the necessity of a shared 
effort to defeat opression once and for all. It could be argued that, in Méliusz’s case, 
travel writing serves as a tool of expressing a firm political and intellectual position in 
times of great uncertainty, clearly mirrored by Romania’s controversial decisions and 
alliances during the Second World War. 

There is also an utopian level in the story of Méliusz`s travels deriving from his effort 
to understand the troubled, hopeless present in an essential opposition with an inspiring, 
heroic past. This utopian dimension underlying his adventures equally softens the 
sharpness of his politically engaged discourse and domesticates its fatal appeal: ‚Let 
oneself be cradled by illusions, start dreaming, evoking, what an overwhelming attraction 
this land exerts on us, as we speed across it on wheels. Daydreaming, memories.’ 
(Méliusz 88) 
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